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Abstract:
Tree monocultures are widespread across human-modified tropical landscapes, providing financial
benefits to farmers and a large share of wood products to society. However, using monoculture tree
planta�ons to promote forest and landscape restora�on have been cri�cized for their poten�al
damages to biodiversity and ecosystem services provision, accordingly it is crucial to understand
whether and under what condi�ons these planta�ons can contribute to biodiversity recovery. In this
research, we synthe�zed the current knowledge about na�ve tree species regenera�on under
monoculture tree planta�ons across the tropics. We hypothesized that tree regenera�on under tropical
monoculture planta�ons can be substan�al but is strongly modulated by management prac�ces. We
systema�cally reviewed papers about natural regenera�on under tree monocultures in the tropics and
conducted a meta-analysis with the studies that included a natural reference forest. This review
included sixty studies carried out in four tropical biomes, thirty-seven ecoregions, twenty-two countries
and five con�nents. We also explored a database that comprised eighty-eight studies about tree
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species regenera�on under Pinus sp. and Eucalyptus sp. monocultures in Brazil as a case study to
inves�gate the poten�al accumula�on of woody species in tree monoculture understories. The woody
species richness of planta�ons’ understory showed high variability, sugges�ng the role of management
in the regenera�on poten�al. Monoculture tree planta�ons presented on average 39% of the richness
and 24% of the tree abundance of the reference forests. Longer rota�on, na�ve species monocultures,
and planta�ons adjacent to forest remnants harbored more species. In the case study, we found eight-
hundred species regenera�ng in approximately twenty-five hectares. Our results suggest that
monoculture planta�ons are not always ‘green deserts’ and can actually harbor diverse woody species
regenera�on. Management prac�ces play a crucial role in determining their conserva�on value.
Furthermore, diversity and abundance of woody regenera�on under tree monocultures are not
comparable with reference areas, emphasizing that protec�ng forest remnants is impera�ve for
biodiversity conserva�on.
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